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YELLOW DAY

EARLY LEARNING CENTRE

A trip to the marigold groves of Ahalia to
celebrate Flowers’ Day on 18.08.2023,
brought about an awareness in the tiny tots
about the beauty of the flowers and the hard
work of the farmer to create such beauty on
earth.

THE NEWS EDITOR 

Yellow day was celebrated on
08.09.2023 friday. Activities like
sponge painting and fingerprint

painting was done.
Rhymes and stories with yellow colour

was done by the teachers. 

FLOWER’S DAY

This newsletter contains various
programs and news of Ahalya

Public School's KG section from
September to November 2023. We

strive to improve children's
education through different

learning methods every day and
organize celebrations, special days
and learning related events in a fun
way for children without losing its

beauty. You can find some
examples of it in this newsletter

        
                                      



GRAND PARENTS’ DAY 

The participants of the Grand Parents Day
were able to see the experience of traveling
back to childhood once again with play,
laughter and dance moves. The event held at
Ahalia Heritage Village turned out to bring
great joy to the elderly and share their
experiences and memories.

LITERARY  DAY 

As part of Literary Day celebrations, story
telling competition and rhymes competitions
were organized to make children aware of the
beauty of languages. 
Children excelled in presentation skills and
language skills. Children who participated in
the competition were felicitated with
certificates and prizes. Children were made
aware of the importance of mother tongue in
life.

Fun with colours’
conducted to

make a little ones
aware of different
colours. On this

day the children of
ELC enjoyed with

colours by
spraying colour

powders with each
other.



ONAM CELEBRATION  

              Onam, the agricultural festival of Kerala, was celebrated colorfully at ELC. Flowering
with colorful flowers, Onam songs, games and feasts added to the beauty of Onam.

SREEKRISHNA JAYANTHI 

       Janmashtami is celebrated with great devotion and reverence, as
it marks the birth of Lord Krishna, who is seen as a symbol of
divinity, love, and righteousness...

NAVARATHRI CELEBRATIONS  

       This year's Navarathri festival could be celebrated with its colorful array. Here, we are trying
to inculcate cultural goodness in children and also teach them about the different customs of the
society. 
      The message of Navarathri festival is to remove the darkness of ignorance and provide the
light of knowledge.



േകരള�ിറവി

     Kerala piravi celebrated in ELC. The events were done
in Assembly area. Programme started along with a speech,
displayed a Kerala map 3D for students, exhibited the
Kerala food delicacies made by teachers
       A folk song was conducted by students wearing
Kerala occupation based costumes under the guidance
and support of teachers. End of the day program awarded
students about the importance of Kerala Piravi and about
their mother tongue.

DIWALI CELEBRATION

Embracing the sparkle of joy and the warmth of traditions on our Diwali celebration.
#FestivalOfLights #DiwaliJoy"

Explore the richness of cultural festivities, dazzling lights, and the joyous moments that make
Diwali a truly special occasion. Wishing you a luminous and joy-filled Diwali!"

   The parent-Teacher meeting was  took place on 21/11/23
Tuesday, it served as a valuable platform for communication and
collaboration between Parents and teachers. The teacher discussed
the academic progress, behaviour and overall development of the
students.
     Significant number of parents attend the meeting and the
meeting included a suggestion book for parents to provide their
feedback , some of the parents suggested to change the uniform .
    The meeting was ended up with positive suggestions  and good
approach from parents 

PARENTS’ TEACHER MEETING 



CHILDRENS’ DAY

Children's Day, also known as 'Bal Diwas',
is celebrated across India on November 14
every year. It's a day to celebrate the spirit
of childhood. We were celebrated the day
with teacher's skit about 'Animals' funny

facts' by wearing masks, sweet distribution,
conducted different games for children and

gave small gifts.

NATURE WALKNATURE WALKNATURE WALK
    Nature Walk is conducted every month to
remind the importance of nature conservation,
diversity in nature, agricultural practices and
the need to implement them in their own lives.
    The vegetable garden maintained by Green
Ahalya was visited this time and the children
were given the opportunity to learn directly
through learning activities as part of the lesson
plan.

“Safari A Zoo Visit ““Safari A Zoo Visit ““Safari A Zoo Visit “
A field trip or field visit is an educational procedure by

which each student gain or learn information by
observing the objects,places,natural events and other

real life information.A field trip to zoo provides
children with opportunity to see different animals in

their natural environment it also develop
comprehension, understand the concepts and extent

knowledge related to the unit. It helps young learners
to build on life skill, attitudes and values that help

them drive their learning in real life spaces and places

Field Trip 



SPORTSSPORTSSPORTS   

ELC's Annual Sports Day 2023-24
was celebrated in a grand manner.

The event was held at Ahalia Public
School on 24th and 25th. All the

children of ELC participated in the
program and more than 60 children

received medals and certificates.

KG-IX ADMISSION OPER 2024-25KG-IX ADMISSION OPER 2024-25KG-IX ADMISSION OPER 2024-25

STARS OF THE WEEK 
Each week children  are chosen by their teacher to be Star of the Week. This can be for

many different reasons; good behaviour; an excellent piece of work; understanding
something tricky; kindness and lots more. The children are very proud when they get

Star of the Week.


